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In Brief
Combining electrophysiology,
optogenetics, and behavioral testing,
Maier et al. demonstrate functional
projections from primary taste (TC) to
primary olfactory cortex (OC). Because of
this connection, inhibiting spontaneous
activity in TC changes OC responses and
odor perception. That is, taste cortex is
involved in unisensory olfactory
processing.
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Primary gustatory cortex (GC) is connected (both
mono- and polysynaptically) to primary olfactory
(piriform) cortex (PC)—connections that might be hy-
pothesized to underlie the construction of a ‘‘flavor’’
percept when both gustatory and olfactory stimuli
are present. Here we use multisite electrophysiology
and optical inhibition of GC neurons (GCx, produced
via infection with ArchT) to demonstrate that, indeed,
during gustatory stimulation, taste-selective infor-
mation is transmitted from GC to PC. We go on to
show that these connections impact olfactory pro-
cessing even in the absence of gustatory stimulation:
GCx alters PC responses to olfactory stimuli pre-
sented alone, enhancing some and eliminating
others, despite leaving the path from nasal epithe-
lium to PC intact. Finally, we show the functional
importance of this latter phenomenon, demon-
strating that GCx renders rats unable to properly
recognize odor stimuli. This sequence of findings
suggests that sensory processing may be more
intrinsically integrative than previously thought.
INTRODUCTION
The brain is divided into multiple sensory systems, each classi-
cally described as processing its own unique aspects of the
outside world. In their natural environments, however, animals
typically treat multiple sources of sensory information as unified
events [1–7]. Recent work performed in recognition of this fact
has challenged the idea that sensory systems function in isola-
tion, demonstrating anatomical as well as functional connectivity
between putatively unimodal sensory cortices.
One known consequence of such cross-modal connectivity
is the fact that sensory input to one modality (e.g., an auditory
stimulus) can cause or modulate responses in heteromodal
cortex (e.g., visual cortex) [8–11]. Less well studied is the
influence that ‘‘spontaneous’’ activity in one primary sensory
cortex might have upon activity in another to which it is con-
nected—that is, how the very presence of projections from
one system might affect local processing performed on unimo-
dal stimuli in another. Imaging studies have shown that func-
tional connections between nodes of a network are present2642 Current Biology 25, 2642–2650, October 19, 2015 ª2015 Elsevieven in the absence of external input [12–14]. It is therefore
reasonable to hypothesize that sensory processing in one sys-
tem might be dependent on the mere presence of a second
to which it is connected—that even spontaneous neural activity
in one sensory system will impact unimodal processing by
another.
Here we have tested this hypothesis, using simultaneous elec-
trophysiological recordings and optical inhibition. Specifically,
we tested the specific prediction that gustatory cortex (GC) is
required for normal olfactory (piriform) cortical (PC) processing
of odors. We first established the functionality of connections
between PC and GC of the rat, using a combination of sensory
stimulation and multisite electrophysiology. We then evaluated
the impact of optically inhibiting GC (GCx) on spiking activity in
PC. This manipulation had the predictable impact of eliminating
taste responses in PC. More surprising was the fact that GCx
modulated olfactory processing in PC. Subsequent behavioral
testing confirmed the functional importance of this phenomenon,
showing that olfactory perception (measured in a unisensory
odor preference task) is altered byGCx. These data demonstrate
that GC plays a role in olfactory processing, even when taste
stimuli are not present.
RESULTS
Olfactory Cortex Responds to Taste Stimuli
We first recorded the spiking activity of neurons in posterior piri-
form cortex of awake rats in response to basic taste stimuli—
sweet (sucrose), salty (sodium chloride), sour (citric acid), and
bitter (quinine) tastes—delivered directly onto the tongue
through intraoral cannulae (see the Experimental Procedures).
As shown in an earlier paper from our laboratory [11], taste-
evoked PC responses evolve over several seconds following
delivery to the tongue, similar to the protracted dynamics that
are typically observed along the gustatory pathway in response
to intraoral delivery of taste stimuli [15–18] (see Figure 1B for ex-
amples of PC and GC taste responses). Taste selectivity in these
responses was assessed using two-way ANOVA on average
firing rates with the factors taste (sweet, salty, sour, and bitter)
and time (three consecutive 1-s bins following stimulus onset)
[11]. Out of a total of 71 PC neurons recorded for this study,
31 (44%) responded in a taste-selective manner, as measured
by a significant main effect of taste; 4 neurons (6%) showed
nonspecific responses, as measured by a main effect of time;
and 1 neuron (1%) showed a taste 3 time interaction. For com-
parison, analogous analysis almost never yielded evidence forer Ltd All rights reserved
Figure 1. PC Forms Functional Interactions
with GC
(A) Simultaneous recordings from PC and GC
allow for assessment of functional connectivity
between the two regions.
(B) Example of a taste-selective pair of neurons
recorded from GC and PC. Upper panels show
spike density functions of the responses to basic
taste stimuli presented directly to the tongue
(baseline subtracted); lower panels show average
spiking activity (baseline subtracted) in three
consecutive 1-s bins following stimulus onset.
Both neurons show significant effects of taste (n =
10 trials/condition; two-way ANOVA, p < 0.05).
(C) Trial-by-trial correlation of baseline and stim-
ulus-evoked firing rate, averaged over taste-se-
lective (n = 12) and nonselective (n = 45) PC-GC
neuron pairs. Measured correlations are signifi-
cantly higher than trial-shuffled control data (hori-
zontal dashed lines; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p <
0.01); correlations between taste-selective neuron
pairs are significantly higher than correlations be-
tween nonselective neuron pairs (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, p < 0.05).
(D) Normalized taste selectivity as a function of
time, averaged over the population of PC (n = 71)
and GC (n = 27) neurons.
(E) Taste selectivity (averaged over 3 s following stimulus onset) in GC is significantly higher than in PC (t test, p < 0.01).
(F) Histogram of peak lag times obtained from cross-correlating the time course of taste selectivity (over 3 s following stimulus onset) between simultaneously
recorded taste-selective PC-GC neuron pairs. Peaks are significantly skewed toward positive values (t test, p < 0.05), indicating PC lagging GC.stimulus specificity in prestimulus firing rates (n = 3/71 [4%],
effectively chance results), thus confirming the stability of
spontaneous firing rates (identical results were observed in
relation to each effect described below, and will not be dis-
cussed further).
Our previous report already demonstrated that such PC re-
sponses to taste stimuli are eliminated by inactivation of the
lingual epithelium and unaffected by nasal epithelial decilliation
[11], confirming their origin from the oral cavity. Thus, taste
responses in PC are robust, selective, and significant, if not
necessarily as visually compelling as classic visual, somatosen-
sory, or auditory cortical responses.
Olfactory Cortical Taste Responses Are Functionally
Correlated with, and Lag behind, Gustatory Cortical
Taste Responses
It is reasonable to hypothesize that the neural pathway respon-
sible for the appearance of taste-related firing in PC arrives
via primary gustatory cortex (which is a part of insular cortex
[19, 20]). Anatomical studies have indicated that one of several
sources of input to posterior PC is insular cortex [21–23], thus
making GC a likely candidate for relaying taste-specific input
to PC.
We performed multiple tests of this hypothesis. First, we
compared neural response patterns in simultaneously recorded
PC and GC neurons (Figure 1A; see Figure 1B for a sample pair
of simultaneously recorded PC and GC neurons). These paired
recordings were used to test whether the two structures
are functionally connected in the context of tasting. We first
calculated spontaneous activity (average firing rate during 1 s
preceding stimulus delivery) and stimulus-evoked activity
(average firing rate during the 3 s following stimulus delivery,Current Biology 25, 2642–2baseline subtracted) for each trial. We then computed, for
each simultaneously recorded PC and GC neuron pair (n = 57
pairs), correlations in trial-by-trial variation of both spontaneous
and stimulus-evoked activity patterns [24].
The average variance accounted for by these correlations
(Figure 1C) proved to be significantly higher than that obtained
from trial-shuffled control data (horizontal dashed line; Kolmo-
gorov-Smirnov test: KS = 1.0, p < 0.01). Correlations in sponta-
neous activity patterns did not differ from those in stimulus-
evoked activity patterns (KS = 0.1, p = 0.60), but correlations
between pairs of taste-selective neurons (i.e., pairs of neurons
in which both the PC and GC neuron showed a taste-selective
response; n = 12) were significantly higher than those between
nonselective pairs of neurons (n = 45; KS = 0.3, p = 0.03). Cor-
relations were therefore not the result of global fluctuations in
modulatory activity but instead reflected functional connectivity
specifically shared by taste-selective GC and PC neurons.
Moreover, further analyses and experiments (described below)
demonstrated that correlations between GC and PC are not
driven by a third area.
Further analysis suggested that taste selectivity in PC, aver-
aged over all recorded neurons (n = 71), evolved with similar
temporal dynamics as in GC (n = 27). Figure 1D illustrates the
temporal dynamics of taste selectivity in the population of GC
and PC neurons. Note that taste selectivity in Figure 1D is
normalized to peak in order to highlight the similarity in time
courses. Direct comparison of the magnitude of taste selectivity
in the two regions revealed that taste selectivity in PC is smaller
than that observed in GC (Figure 1E; t96 = 3.1, p < 0.01), consis-
tent with GC being a primary taste region (receiving direct
thalamic taste input) and PC being a region that is indirectly
modulated by taste input.650, October 19, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 2643
Figure 2. GC Is the Source of Taste-Selec-
tive Input to PC
(A) Simultaneous GCx and recording from PC
allows assessment of causal influences of GC on
neural processing in PC.
(B) Example of a PC neuron that exhibits a taste-
selective response during lights-off trials but not
during GCx trials (n = 10 trials/condition; same
conventions as in Figure 1B; the horizontal green
bar indicates lights-on period).
(C) Percentage of taste-selective responses
observed during lights-on and lights-off trials
across the complete sample of neurons obtained
from subjects expressing ArchT (n = 36) as well as
control subjects (n = 14). The proportion of taste-
selective neurons during lights-off trials is signifi-
cantly higher than during lights-on trials for ArchT
subjects (X2 test, p < 0.05), and this distribution is
significantly different from that for control subjects
(X2 test, p < 0.01).
See also Figure S1.The striking similarity of the evolution of taste selectivity in
PC and GC shown in Figure 1D, and the fact that the PC
function seems to slightly lag behind the GC function, suggests
(but does not test) the possibility that taste information may be
passed from the latter to the former. To more rigorously examine
this possibility, we calculated the cross-correlation between the
time course of taste selectivity in each individual simultaneously
recorded PC and GC neuron pair, reasoning that if PC taste
selectivity originates in GC, taste selectivity should appear in
the GC response before it appears in the PC response. The re-
sults of this analysis—a histogram of the timing of peaks in
cross-correlation for all pairs of taste-selective neurons—are
shown in Figure 1F. The distribution of peaks is significantly
skewed toward positive values (t11 = 2.5, p = 0.03)—in fact, we
found only one example (out of 12 simultaneously recorded
GC-PC neuron pairs both showing taste selectivity) that failed
to accord to this pattern.
Olfactory Cortical Taste Responses Are Reduced by
Optical Inhibition of Gustatory Cortex
Although these data suggest that taste-selective information
reaches PC via GC, this evidence is explicitly correlational. In
order to more directly test the causal influence of GC input
on gustatory processing in PC, we expressed the light-sensitive
inhibitory channel ArchT [25, 26] in GC neurons (see the Exper-
imental Procedures). Illuminating GC neurons via optic fibers
implanted in GC resulted in overall inhibition of GC spiking
activity, effectively removing excitatory input from GC to PC
(Figure 2A; see also below and Figure S1). The high temporal
resolution of optogenetic inhibition allowed within-session
comparison of PC activity in the presence and absence of
GC input.
We once again recorded the spiking responses of PC neurons
to intraoral delivery of taste solutions but, in a randomly selected
half of the trials, GC was illuminated at the time of stimulus pre-
sentation; in the other half of the trials, no illumination was
applied. If GC indeed provides taste-selective input to PC, taste
selectivity in PC should be decreased in GCx trials relative to
lights-off trials.2644 Current Biology 25, 2642–2650, October 19, 2015 ª2015 ElseviFigures 2B and 2C show the result of this experiment. Fig-
ure 2B shows the response of a sample PC neuron to taste stim-
uli during GCx and lights-off trials. In the latter condition, this
neuron exhibited a robustly taste-selective response, most
notably displayed as a distinctive, selective, and significant in-
crease of firing rate in response to quinine; during GCx trials,
this taste-selective response was absent. This result was repre-
sentative of those observed across the population of PC neurons
recorded in this experiment (n = 36; Figure 2C): almost three
times as many PC neurons lost responses during GCx as
showed the opposite pattern (taste selectivity during lights-on
[GCx] only). Overall, taste selectivity was almost twice as robust
during lights-off trials as GCx trials (X2 = 5.1, p = 0.02), indicating
that GCx reduces taste selectivity of PC neurons. We did not
observe any specificity in which tastes were more likely affected
by GCx than others.
Note that taste selectivity was not completely eliminated by
GCx butmerely reduced. This likely reflects the fact that infection
is not complete (i.e., not every cell expresses ArchT, and illumi-
nation suppressed but did not eliminate spiking; see Figure S1).
As a control, therefore, we subjected a separate group of sub-
jects to the exact same stimulation protocol (both taste and op-
tical) but without first infecting those subjects with ArchT. Light
stimulation alone did not affect the likelihood of observing taste
selectivity in PC (Figure 2C, gray bars; lights-on compared to
lights-off for the control group: X2 = 0.0, p = 1; ArchT versus con-
trol: X22 = 11.4, p < 0.01), although a low level of change was
observed (see below).
We also performed tests of the possibility that suppression of
taste responses in PC by GCx is the result of altered orofacial
behavior in response to taste stimuli (as opposed to altered taste
responses themselves). These experiments demonstrated that
the palatability relatedness of taste behavior is maintained dur-
ing GCx, as are the metrics of mouth movements themselves
(see Figure S1). Thus, the findings shown in Figure 3 cannot be
explained in terms of the impact of GCx on oromotor responses
to tastes.
These data demonstrate that the removal of GC input de-
creases taste selectivity in PC, thus providing causal evidenceer Ltd All rights reserved
Figure 3. Spontaneous Activity in GCModu-
lates Olfactory Processing in PC
(A) Examples of odor-selective responses re-
corded from PC that are modulated by GCx.
Traces show average responses during GCx and
lights-off trials. Solid vertical lines indicate odor
on- and offset; the horizontal green bar indicates
lights-on period. Both neurons show significant
effects of odor and stimulation (n = 10 trials/con-
dition; two-way ANOVA, p < 0.05).
(B) Percentage of odor-selective responses during
GCx and lights-off trials across the population on a
neuron-by-neuron basis (n = 77).that taste selectivity reaches PC via mono- or polysynaptic con-
nections with GC.
Optogenetic Inhibition of Gustatory Cortex Modulates
Odor Responses in Olfactory Cortex Neurons
The results presented thus far indicate that multisensory con-
nectivity relays taste-selective information from gustatory to
olfactory cortex, and suggest a substrate whereby even sponta-
neous neural activity in GC (i.e., activity in the absence of taste
stimuli) impacts PC firing [12–14] (see Figure 1C). That is, if spon-
taneous firing in GC courses to PC as taste-related firing does, it
is reasonable to hypothesize that GCx might not only eliminate
gustatory processing but also change olfactory processing in
PC. Note that we are specifically hypothesizing a change in
processing, not the elimination of odor processing, under the
assumption that olfactory informationwill reach PC (via the olfac-
tory bulb) regardless.
To test this hypothesis, we recorded spiking activity of PC
neurons as subjects sampled odorants presented in an airstream
(via an olfactometer). In a random half of the trials, GC neurons
were optogenetically inhibited just before and during stimulus
presentation; in the other half of the trials, no illumination was
applied. That is, this experiment was essentially identical in
form to the previous experiment on taste responses, with one
notable distinction: because any set of olfactory stimuli com-
prises only a tiny portion of the potential stimulus space (unlike
the small battery of taste stimuli, which spans almost the entire
space of basic taste qualities), we could not determine the
overall odor responsiveness of the neurons on the basis of their
responses to a small set of odors; our initial analyses of olfactory
responses therefore proceeded on an individual odor basis
[27, 28] (see below for a neuron-based analysis similar to the
analysis performed on taste responses).
Across the sample of 142 neuron-odor pairs, 18 (13%) were
modulated by GCx (in a two-way ANOVA with factors odor
[odor versus clean air] and stimulation [lights-on versus lights-
off]) in the absence of gustatory stimulation. Restricting our anal-
ysis to those neuron-odor pairs that exhibited an odor-selective
response (n = 42), 21% were significantly modulated by GCx.
A closer look revealed a basic difference between the impact
of GCx on odor responses and the impact of GCx on taste
responses. Figure 3A, which shows the odor-evoked firing rate
of two sample odor-responsive PC neuron-odor pairs in GCx
and lights-off conditions, reveals two distinct types of significant
effects of stimulation: the example on the left shows a sup-
pressed odor response in GCx trials; the example on the rightCurrent Biology 25, 2642–2shows an enhanced odor response in GCx trials. This diversity
of effects characterized the entire sample: across the 18
neuron-odor pairs that showed a significant effect of stimulation,
increases (n = 11) and decreases (n = 7) in firing rate occurred
similarly often.
Again, this bidirectionality distinguishes the impact of GCx on
odor processing from its impact on gustatory processing (recall
that the vast majority of changes in taste responses were de-
creases). Figure 3B permits a more direct comparison between
these two effects, plotting odor selectivity (one-way ANOVA
including responses to all odors, on a neuron-by-neuron basis)
in the different stimulation conditions: odor selectivity was
equally likely observed during GCx and lights-off trials (X2 =
0.1, p = 0.75)—a pattern that was significantly different from
the one observed for taste selectivity (X22 = 7.7, p < 0.05).
The fact that GCx had distinct effects on PC responses to
tastes and odors renders it unlikely that our results reflect artifac-
tual impact of illumination itself on OC activity. Nonetheless, we
went on to directly test this possible influence by subjecting a
separate group of animals not infectedwith ArchT to the identical
stimulation paradigm as described above. These experiments
did not yield any significant effects of stimulation on odor re-
sponses (Figure 3B; n = 0 out of 18 neuron-odor pairs). To further
address the possibility that mere light stimulation affects neural
activity in PC neurons, we assessed the effect of light stimulation
in uninfected animals on spontaneous firing rate in PC neurons.
In this condition, only one neuron out of a total of 24 (4%; i.e.,
chance level) showed significant modulation by light stimulation.
These data confirm that the effects observed on odor re-
sponses in the GCx condition are not due to sensory stimulation
associated with the laser turning on, nor to a direct influence
of light on neural tissue in GC, but instead are due to ArchT-
mediated inactivation of GC neurons. Rather, GC continuously
modulates neural activity in PC, such that when input from GC
is removed, some odor-evoked responses appear whereas
others vanish—effectively changing the ensemble activated by
a given odor.
Optogenetic Inhibition of Gustatory Cortex Affects
Unimodal Odor Perception
The findings presented above suggest an integral role for GC in
olfactory coding but stop short of demonstrating that this role
has functional relevance. If the changes in PC activity observed
during GCx actually reflect changed odor representations, then
it should be possible to show GCx changing how odor stimuli
are perceived by the subject.650, October 19, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 2645
Figure 4. GC Influences Odor Perception
(A) Average relative preference for odor A before and after training sessions for
GCx (n = 11) and control (n = 11) groups. Preference after training sessions is
significantly higher than before for control subjects (t test, p < 0.05).
(B) Cumulative histogram of change in preference (post  pre) for GCx and
control subjects. Change in preference is significantly higher for control sub-
jects compared to GCx subjects (t test, p < 0.05).In order to probe this possible functional consequence of
GCx, we tested subjects’ ability to express a previously learned
odor preference during GCx. Relative preferences for two odors
(measured in terms of relative consumption of odorants A and B
in water) were assessed before and after training sessions in
which the subjects learned to associate odor A with saccharin,
a noncaloric sweet taste reward [29]. Figure 4A shows relative
preference for odor A before and after training sessions. Control
subjects (n = 11), as a group, reliably expressed a preference for
odor A after training, as evidenced by an increase in relative
consumption of odor A versus odor B (Figure 4B; t10 = 2.9,
p = 0.02). Individual animals’ results paralleled the group
average: 10 out of 11 (91%) subjects showed an increase in
preference.
When we optogenetically inhibited GC during odor sampling
during the testing session (i.e., after preference learning had
taken place), in contrast, this group of subjects (n = 11) did not
express an increase in preference for odor A (t10 = 0.5,
p = 0.63; change in preference compared to control: t20 = 2.2,
p = 0.04). Again, individual animals’ consumption paralleled the
group average: 5 out of 11 (45%) subjects increased (by any
amount) their consumption of odor A; 6 (55%) subjects
decreased their consumption (by any amount) of odor A. Note
that pretraining preferences did not differ between groups
(t = 1.8, p = 0.09).
The magnitude of the behavioral effect (i.e., no evidence of
preference for odor A, as opposed to reduced preference for
odor A during GCx), despite a limited effect on neural re-
sponses—only 21% of odor responses appear to be affected
by GCx—can be explained by the possibility that from a
behavioral perspective there is no continuous assessment of
similarity in the two conditions: the animal either recognizes
the odor or it does not. In our experiment, most animals did
not recognize the odor, leading to a failure to perform the
task altogether.
With these data, we conclude that removal of gustatory cortex
perturbs putatively unimodal olfactory coding; that is, activity
in gustatory cortex modulates odor perception, even in the
absence of taste stimulus presentation.2646 Current Biology 25, 2642–2650, October 19, 2015 ª2015 ElseviDISCUSSION
Numerous studies have shown that sensory systems influence
each other. By probing sensory systems with multisensory input,
these studies have provided ample evidence that sensory pro-
cessing is influenced, even at the level of primary sensory cortex,
by heteromodal stimuli (vision [8, 30–32]; audition [9, 10, 33];
gustation [15, 34]; and olfaction [11, 35, 36]). The work presented
here provides novel insight into the nature of functional interac-
tions between sensory systems, and into the impact of such
interactions on sensory processing. Specifically, we identified
a functional connection between the taste and olfactory sys-
tems, such that projections from taste to olfactory cortex,
besides providing information about taste stimuli, modulate
native functionality of the olfactory system, even in the absence
of a taste stimulus. That is, we show here that gustatory cortex
is involved in olfactory perception.
These results reveal that cross-modal circuitry plays an even
more integral role in sensory processing than previously thought.
Early accounts [37] acknowledged the existence of multisensory
convergence sites at the borders between sensory cortices
(i.e., beyond classic multisensory zones such as the superior
colliculus [3] and prefrontal cortex [38]). Subsequently, this
idea was extended to include core regions of sensory cortex
as receiving multisensory input [39]. The present findings further
extend the view of sensory processing as inherently multisen-
sory by demonstrating that, in the case of olfactory cortex, uni-
sensory odor stimuli are processed by a multisensory network
involving taste cortex.
Contrary to the common intuition that smell influences taste,
which is based on the interchangeable use of the words ‘‘taste’’
and ‘‘flavor’’ in everyday language, the influence of taste stimuli
on smell is at the heart of several basic food-related behaviors,
such as the acquisition and expression of food preferences
[29, 40] and aversions [41–43]. Our results implicate PC as an
important node in the network mediating such flavor-driven
behaviors. The functional significance of GC influencing PC in
the absence of taste stimulation remains unclear, however. Pre-
vious work has shown that pharmacological inactivation of GC
influences performance on an ethological olfactory learning
task in a state-dependent manner: olfactory preferences that
normally form during a ‘‘training’’ interaction between a subject
rat and a recently fed conspecific were not expressed with GC
firing inhibited during either training or testing sessions but
were rescued when GC was inactivated during both training
and testing. This state dependency of olfactory perception sug-
gested that GCx does not impair but rather changes olfactory
perception [40] (see also [44]).
Our finding that GCx results in increases as well as decreases
in odor responses is consistent with this suggestion. Moreover,
the fact that our behavioral results revealed a complete inability
of the animals to express learned odor preferences during GCx
further supports the notion that GCx modulates odor represen-
tations: by changing the nature of responsive PC ensembles,
GCx does not diminish the amount of olfactory information but
essentially changes the olfactory code, and as a consequence
affects how an odor is perceived by the animal. Given that the
nature of this effect on olfactory representations differed from
the effect of GCx on taste representations, nonspecific effectser Ltd All rights reserved
of GCx cannot explain our results. Which specific aspect of the
odor representation is affected byGCx is thus far unknown, how-
ever. The current behavioral findings, in conjunction with our
earlier papers on GC taste responses [15, 17, 45], make it
reasonable to propose that GC may provide input relating to
the visceral/hedonic aspect of an odor stimulus to PC.
The idea that GC might influence a specific aspect of the
olfactory code may seem to argue against a mere ‘‘modulatory’’
influence of GC on PC. Previous work at the circuit level has
demonstrated somatosensory modulation of auditory cortex [9]
and auditory modulation of visual cortex [8], and is characterized
by a nonspecific influence of the heteromodal stimulus on native
sensory cortex, affecting the probability that native sensory input
evokes a response, not the nature of the response. GC may pro-
vide a similar influence on PC, affecting the probability that an
odor stimulus evokes a response in a given neuron. However,
the proposed distributed nature of the olfactory code [46] in
PC would allow for specific aspects of odor information to be
altered via this mechanism. Thus, modulation of responses in
individual neurons could lead to qualitative differences in odor
coding. Finally, the present analyses only considered effects
of GCx on overall firing rate in response to odor stimuli. It is
entirely possible that input from GC changes temporal aspects
of the olfactory response as well (e.g., see [47] for an example
of temporal modulation by heteromodal input to the auditory
system). Indeed, recent work has suggested that temporal
aspects of olfactory responses are relevant for encoding odor
valence [48, 49].
Our data identify a novel systems-level phenomenon—the
effect of multisensory network connectivity on unisensory
processing. Identification of the exact circuit underlying this
intriguing and novel effect, a task that is above and beyond the
hypotheses tested here, will be the topic of future work for which
the current project sets the stage (similarly beyond the scope of
this first project are questions regarding whether the novel phe-
nomenon depends on the action of particular cell types). It is
possible that axons directly connecting GC and PC [21–23] pro-
vide the substrate for the observed effects. It is also possible,
however, that GC influences PC only indirectly, via multisynaptic
connections. Indeed, our finding of relatively long lags (on the
order of hundreds of milliseconds) separating taste selectivity
of GC and PC argues against monosynaptic input from GC to
PC. By one possible alternative route, GC may project to orbito-
frontal cortex, which then feeds back to PC. Multisensory mod-
ulation of primary sensory cortex via a higher-order multisensory
region has been suggested to underlie modulation of primary
auditory cortex by visual stimuli [10, 50, 51].
It is also conceivable that even olfactory information reaches
PC via GC—previous work has suggested that GC responds to
odor stimuli [52, 53]. Although we cannot definitively rule out
this possibility, it is unlikely to explain our findings, because
GCx would then be expected to diminish olfactory responses,
just as it does taste responses. We instead found both sup-
pressed and enhanced olfactory responses in equal numbers.
The total size of the olfactory response (i.e., the number of
responsive neurons) in PC was similar before and during GCx,
suggesting that our manipulation did not cut the route whereby
olfactory information reached PC. The likely source of that infor-
mation is, of course, the olfactory bulb. The most far-reachingCurrent Biology 25, 2642–2aspect of our results, therefore, is that patency of the bulbar-
PC connection is necessary but insufficient to assure reliable
PC odor responses.
Well-known functional and adaptive interactions between
taste and smell, as well as anatomical connections between
PC and OC, formed the basis for the hypotheses tested in the
present paper. However, the specificity of the observed effects
remains unknown. It is possible that the observed effects of
GCx reflect a general network phenomenon. That is, inhibition
of spontaneous activity in any sensory system (or more general,
any brain region) projecting to PC affects olfactory responses.
For example, previous work has identified functional auditory
inputs to the olfactory tubercle [36]. Although it is likely that inhib-
iting spontaneous activity in these auditory projections has some
effect on neural activity in the olfactory system, the auditory re-
sponses observed by Wesson and Wilson [36] were much less
prevalent and much less pronounced than the taste responses
in piriform cortex described here. Moreover, auditory inputs
likely play a different functional role in olfaction from what taste
inputs do. Auditory inputs are therefore unlikely to affect olfac-
tory coding in the same way and to the same degree as taste
inputs do.
Another interesting question for future research is the general-
izability of the present findings to other sensory interactions.
For example, previous work has identified strong functional in-
teractions between auditory and visual cortex [33, 51] that are
thought to play a key role in various adaptive behaviors. The
effects of inhibiting spontaneous activity in visual cortex on
auditory processing is to date unknown, but we predict that
any changes reflect the behavioral relevance of visual input to
the auditory system.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Subjects
Naive adult female Long-Evans rats (http://www.criver.com), weighing be-
tween 250 and 325 g at the time of surgery, served as subjects. All subjects
were individually housed and kept on a 12/12 hr light/dark cycle. Experiments
were conducted during the light cycle, and complied with Brandeis University
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines.
Surgery
Stereotaxic surgery was performed under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia. Multi-
electrodeassemblies (16wires/assembly [15]) were implanted into left posterior
piriform olfactory cortex (1.4 mm posterior to bregma, 5.5 mm lateral to the
midline, 7 mm ventral from the surface of the brain) and left insular gustatory
cortex (1.4mmanterior tobregma,5mm lateral from themidline, 4.7mmventral
from the surface of the brain). Optic fibers were implanted into GC bilaterally.
Intraoral cannulae (IOCs) were implanted into the oral cavity [54].
Adeno-associated virus (AAV serotype 9) coding for ArchT (AAV-CAG-
ArchT-GFP; http://www.med.unc.edu/genetherapy/vectorcore) was injected
intoGCbilaterally (5 ml/hemisphere) 3 weeks before implantation of electrodes,
optic fibers, and IOCs. AAV serotype 9 is known to spread well across the tis-
sue and infect all cell types [55].
For purposes of both electrode and optic fiber implantation, GCwas defined
as the region of insular cortex wherewe [15–17, 45] and others [20, 53, 56] have
repeatedly found a high density of taste responses. This region corresponds to
the region previously identified as receiving projections from the gustatory
thalamus [19].
Electrophysiological Recording and Data Analysis
Spike waveforms from the extracellular signal recorded with each electrode
were amplified, filtered, and clustered into single-unit records (http://www.650, October 19, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 2647
plexon.com). Spike time stampswere aligned to stimulus onset, binned in 1ms
bins, and averaged over trials. Average baseline firing rate (1 s immediately
preceding stimulus onset) was subtracted from the average responses to
tastes (3 s immediately following stimulus onset) before any further analysis.
Spike density functions were computed for display purpose only by convolving
spike times with a Gaussian. Transient noise artifacts resulting from opening
and closing of the valves controlling taste delivery, which were excluded
from all analyses but caused seeming baseline variability in displays of spike
density functions, were removed manually before plotting sample figures.
Stimuli
Taste stimuli consisted of aliquots (30 ml) of basic tastes spanning the entire
taste quality space: sucrose (100 mM), sodium chloride (100 mM), citric acid
(100mM), and quinine-HCl (1mM) solutions. All taste solutions were presented
at room temperature, in aqueous solution of the same volume, viscosity, and
lubricity, using the same delivery method, ensuring identical mouthfeel. More-
over, the concentrations used are far below those known to activate the
trigeminal system.
Odor quality space is virtually infinite (due to the synthetic nature of olfac-
tion), making it impossible to even approximate complete sampling of this
space. Instead, we chose exemplars of monomolecular odorants, amyl ace-
tate and methyl valerate, as well as complex odorant mixtures, apple and
strawberry aromas. All odor stimuli consisted of saturated vapor (in N2, in
medical-grade air). Medical-grade air alone was used as a control stimulus.
Optical Stimulation
GC was illuminated bilaterally with 532 nm light from a laser (30–40 mW)
through multimode optic fibers (200 mm diameter) connected via a ferrule
(http://www.thorlabs.com) [57]. Optic fibers were implanted just above GC,
identified (see above) as the thalamic-recipient region within which we have
repeatedly observed large numbers of taste responses [15–17, 20, 45, 53, 56].
Light strength was chosen to allow sufficient power to cause inactivation of
cells at a depth of up to 1mm from the tip of the fiber [58], thus covering a large
portion of identified taste cortex while leaving unaffected cells outside of this
region (see Figure S1)—thus, we have high confidence that all of the impact
of illumination was confined to the region of taste cortex.
Illumination was applied at the onset of stimulus presentation and lasted for
the duration of the stimulus (taste: 0–3 s; odor: 0–0.5 or 0–1 s after stimulus
onset). In a subset of sessions, illumination was applied starting 0.5 s prior
to odor onset and lasted for the duration of the stimulus (0.5 to 0.5 s around
stimulus onset). Lights-on and lights-off trials were randomly interleaved.
Note that we specifically avoided, as much as possible, complex network
effects that arise when only one particular cell type is manipulated (e.g., the
fact that inactivation of interneurons necessarily disinhibits the firing of other
cortical neurons) by inactivating GC neurons in a cell-type general manner
(similar to pharmacological inactivation but with vital temporal control).
Behavior
Sensory Stimulation Task
Taste stimuli were delivered passively through IOCs directly into the oral cavity
(10–20 repetitions per stimulus; intertrial interval [ITI]: 15–30 s). Odor stimuli
were delivered via an olfactometer immediately upon the subject triggering
an infrared beam in a nose poke (10–20 repetitions per stimulus; ITI: >10 s).
Subjects were trained to keep their nose in the odor port for the duration of
the stimulus (0.5 or 1 s) and were rewarded for successful trials (30 ml water,
presented through IOCs, 1 s after odor offset). Stimuli were presented
randomly within taste and odor stimulation blocks.
Odor Preference Learning Task
After habituation to the experimental setup, each subject was subjected to the
following experimental protocol:
Day 1: preference testing, odor A in water versus odor B in water.
Days 2–5: training, odor A in 0.2% saccharin (two sessions) and odor B in
water (two sessions).
Day 6: preference testing, odor A in water versus odor B in water.
During preference testing sessions (30 min duration), subjects were free
to approach a pair of nose pokes giving access to two different odorized2648 Current Biology 25, 2642–2650, October 19, 2015 ª2015 Elsevisolutions delivered via IOCs immediately upon the subject triggering the
infrared beam in the nose pokes (30 ml; ITI: 3 s). Preference was calculated
as relative consumption: odor A / (odor A + odor B). During training sessions,
subjects were free to approach a single nose poke giving access to one odor-
ized solution (odors A and B were presented on alternating days). Odor stimuli
were 0.025% amyl acetate and 0.025% methyl valerate (in water), and the
identity of odor A was counterbalanced across subjects. Illumination was
applied for 2.5 s immediately upon the subject triggering the infrared beam
during the final preference testing session only (day 6).
Statistics
Significance of effects was assessed using standard tests (defined in the
Results). Distributions were visually inspected to ensure that comparisons
were made between groups with similar variance, and that the data met the
assumptions of the tests used. Sample size, both in terms of number of trials
and number of neurons, is typical for sensory electrophysiology studies.
Effect size was calculated as eta-squared, a standard measure of effect
size, which describes the ratio of variance explained in a dependent variable
(e.g., taste) by a predictor relative to other predictors, and is obtained
by dividing the sum of squares for that factor by the total sum of squares:
eta = SS(factor) / SS(total).
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